If you support open source software, The Open Source Initiative needs your support.

The Open Source Initiative (OSI) was founded on February 3rd, 1998, or “2/3/98” and in 2012, the OSI transitioned to a membership-driven organization, offering both Affiliate Memberships to non-profit open source projects and Individual Memberships to open source software developers, enthusiasts, supporters and end-users.

To celebrate both our founding and promote our commitment to a representative, community driven organization, the Open Source Initiative is launching our first ever Individual Membership Drive on our anniversary — February 3, 2015 — with a goal of 2,398 new Individual Members.

We invite you to join our Affiliate Membership, including Debian, Drupal, Eclipse, FreeBSD, Linux Foundation, Mozilla, Python, Wikimedia, Wordpress and many more, as well as our corporate sponsors, Google, HP, IBM, Linux Journal and Nginx to name a few, and of course the many other Individual Members from around the globe, who have already committed to promoting and protecting open source software development, projects and the communities that ensure its continued adoption and success.

Please join now at: www.opensource.org/join

The Open Source Initiative is a member-driven non-profit corporation with global scope formed to educate about and advocate for the benefits of open source development and to build bridges among different constituencies throughout the open source community. Open source is a development method for software that harnesses the power of distributed peer review and transparency of process. The promise of open source is higher quality, greater reliability, more flexibility, lower cost, and an end to predatory vendor lock-in. As a member of the Open Source Initiative you’ll help develop and drive the direction of open source software, ensure the integrity of the Open Source Definition for the good of the community and protect open source licensing, creating a nexus of trust around which developers, users, corporations and governments can organize open source cooperation.